Age 0–2

Age 0–2

Contrast books

Contrast books
First published: May 2015
ardboard binding | 10 cards in a box
155x145 mm

Contrast foams

Folding contrast books

First very soft booklets for babies made of
safe, light foam. Pictures printed there are high
black-and-white contrast, boosting natural development.

First books for babies, folding like accordion. Pictures printed there are high black-andwhite contrast, boosting natural development.

First published: March 2018
Binding foam | Number of pages 6
150x160 mm

Contrast books BOX

Animals and baby
animals

First published: February 2018
Cardboard binding | Number of pages 10
145x155 mm

The baby learns

A day of the baby

Our animals

The baby’s world

First pictures

The world around me

Pictures for the baby

The world around us

Contrast books BOX

Animals here and there

Interesting stuff

My first pictures

The world around us

Animals around us

Our faces

The baby’s world

Contrast cards
Sets of contrast cards in practical boxes.
A new item in the contrast series. Cards are
to be shown to the baby or to be hanged
over her bed.

At a farm

Counting 1 2 3

Smileys
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Unfold, play and watch
Folding booklets about maritime life, life on a farm and numbers. The series is completed with a colouring book „Rainbow colouring”
First published: September 2016
Cardboard binding | Number of pages 10
185x185 mm

Home pets

Rainbow colouring

In the sea

Shapes and patterns

Vehicles

World of baby

Small and large animals

The world around us

Interesting stuff

First published: May 2016
Cardboard binding
10 cards in a box
175x117 mm
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Age 0–2

Age 0–2

Cutouts

Bead the Bear

Urszula Kozłowska
New books from the popular series for the
youngest; children get to know funny, rhyming
stories about animals and other famous and/
or mythical characters. There is a moral flowing from every story. Excellent reading for the
youngest readers who are just beginning their
adventure with books.
First published: 2013-2019
Cardback | Number of pages 10
135x180 mm
First published: September 2018
Staple binding | Number of pages 24
200x190 mm

Easter Lamb

Easter Bunny

Grażyna Nowak-Balcer • Bead the Bear
A new series for children readers featuring Bead the Bear,
a lovable bear. The series is aimed at very young readers, up
to 2 years. Each volume contains simple yet very entertaining
stories. Books are richly illustrated and the stories are suitable for the age and knowledge level of the target children.

Easter Egg

A shy plum
Balbool

Easter Chick

A kind ladybug

A shy kitten

A busy little bee

A little sheep

Kto ty jesteś?
POLAK mały

A merry dog

Santa Claus

A dancing frog

A fire engine

The prettiest
Christmas tree

A police car

A spotted chicken

A kitten

A red tomato

A prancing horsie

A whimsical duck

Spectacles

A scratch

Socks

Stamp

Berries

A little doggie

My first colouring books with stickers

Colour with Basia the Duck
My first colouring books with stickers is a series of simple colouring book with very large stickers. The books develop the abilities
to grasp and match and thick borders will minimize the possibility
of the child going outside the sketch.

A pleasant game with lots of useful information. Colour with Basia the Duck consists
of four notebooks for children just starting
to draw and colour. Basia the Duck leads them
through the book where each page provides
them with a new topic.

First published: January 2019
Paperback | Number of pages 24
215x275 mm

Vehicles
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At home

Farm Animals

Animals of the World

First published: January 2019
Paperback | Number of pages 24
215x275 mm

Colours

Fruits

Shapes

Veggies
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Age 3-5

Age 0–2

Franek Bunny

Step by step
Step by step

Marta Krzemińska • Królik Franek
Franek Bunny is a series of beautifully
illustrated books, presenting different
situations that children of preschool age
sometimes have to face. The story and
the questions at the end of the booklet
will help you understand the situation and
respond correctly. The series was created in consultation with child psychologist
Marta Żysko--Pałuba.

These handy colourful books encourage the children
to discover, learn, and name its surroundings. Thanks
to simple graphic design and concise, mostly rhyming messages the child’s development is accelerated
when watching the pictures, describing them and repeating the words. The child’s vocabulary is enriched
and interest in the world stimulated.
Hardcover | Number of pages 16
150x150 mm (with stencils)

First Words

Vehicles

The child learns new
words, how to pronounce
them (items, characters,
animals, phenomena) and
points at them in the pictures.

The child learns about
different vehicles, how
to call them and tell them
apart.

Yummy

I love you

A brave patient

First published: April 2019

The child learns various healthy
food items, learns to name and
recognize them. And, by the way,
he learns how important healthy
eating is.

The child learns to call what he
feels for his mum, dad, grandmother, home pet, favourite cuddly toy. He learns that showing
affection is good and needed.

The child learns how a standard visit at
the pediatrician looks like, prepares herself for such a visit and thanks to that
becomes less afraid. By the way, she
learns how important health care is.

Franek Bunny and
troubles with sister.
vol. 7

Franek Bunny and
a lost in a shopping
mall. vol. 8

Franek Bunny and a
fight in a preschool

Franek Bunny
and good manners

Lullabies

Twinkle Star

Small Animals

Farm Animals

Short lullabies to be read
goodnight.

A warm, rhyming story of
Christmas.

The child learns about
small animals he can see
walking their names and
how they look like.

The child learns about
animals living on a farm
and in the country their
names and how they look
like.

Body

Toys

Clothes

The child learns the parts
of her body, their names
and location.

The child learns the
names of toys for boys
and girls.

The child learns to name different items of clothing, learning
their names.

Play with animals

Where’s the whale
6

Where’s the tigger
Where’s the bear

A tale of a short tail.
Franek Bunny

A secret of having
fun. Franek Bunny

Franek Bunny has
troubles. vol 9

Franek Bunny and
dreadful fear. vol 10

Truth about a missing
phone, Franek Bunny A tale of a shy bear

Junior club

Thick line colouring books

A series of 4 hardpage titles for the youngest
children. Each book has removable elements – toy
animals. The child can draw then on sheets of paper and colour them, or play with them. A rhyming
text leads the child to look for one hidden animal. It
can be found on the very last page, and during the
journey the child learns about animals living in the
same habitat as the main protagonist of the book.

Where’s the chicken

First published: March 2018
Paperback | Number of pages 32
142x202 mm

First published: May 2019

“Step by step” is a series of books for children
which has already enchanted both the children
and their parents. New books in series are a present for the series’ fans, who will appreciate its
excellent pictures. Thick border lines and nice
pictures will prompt the children to fill them
with unique colours. For children up to 2 years.

Toys
Hardcover
Number of pages: 10
160x160 mm
(with stencils)

Vehicles

Education, games, stickers
Education, games, stickers – the Junior Club series. A notebook of
games and exercises for all curious kindergarteners. They will explore
the worlds of dinosaurs and wild animals, will learn how first planes and
cars looked like. They will also have the chance to supplement the drawings with stickers, expanding their manual skills.

Animals in the countryside
Wild animals

Hardcover
Number of pages: 10
160x160 mm
(with stencils)

Planes

Dinosaurs

Wild Animals

First published: February 2018
Staple binding
Number of pages 16
210x295 mm

Vehicles
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Age 3-5

Age 3-5

I colour!

Look for. Find. Play.
Zuza and Zizu
Zuza and Zizu are
charming stories for
kindergarteners, full
of beautiful pictures
– ideal for preschool
children.
First published: January 2019
Padded cardback | Number of pages 24
200x190 mm

Paperback | Number of pages 32
215x250 mm

Sudoku
Large format boardbook with beautiful illustrations by Katarzyna Urbaniak. A lot of great fun
with searching for animals that are lost somewhere. Lots of details that raise the level of difficulty. For the child to practice perceptiveness, concentration, learning counting through play.

Sudoku with stickers for children – two books with diagrams to be complemented
with stickers.

First published: January 2018
Staple binding | Number of pages 24
210x295 mm

Lovin’ Unicorns

Lovin’ Animals

Lovin’ Vehicles

Lovin’ Little Monsters

Kindergartener’s colouring book
Kindergartener’s colouring books are notebooks
with pictures for the youngest artists. Each colouring book is a different, interesting subject and
simple illustrations encouraging to play. From now
on, colouring will become much more fun!

First published: January 2019
Boardbook | Number of pages 14
235x320 mm

A town of lost things

I Colour is a crazy series full
of colours and nice commands just right for a cheerful preschooler. The books
will contain simple and inspiring activities on every
subject that will interest the
child. These are books for preschoolers and a great idea for
boredom! Each book contains
32 pages filled with various
activities for preschoolers.
Great fun and lots of joy!

Lost animals

First published: January 2019
Paperback | Number of pages 32
160x235 mm

Catwalk models

Tasty Treats

Sticker sudoku vol. 1

Sticker sudoku vol. 2

Fairies

Animals

Here I design

Dinosaurs
Large-format books with
24 full colour tables to be
completed. The books
are characterised by colourful illustrations, stickers and loads of tasks for
playing, developing your
imagination or practicing
your manual skills.

First published:
January 2018
Paperback
Number of pages 48
230x330 mm

Inside a House
8

Vehicles

Inside a Room

Inside a Garage

Vehicles

Creatures

Sports

Coloring books with stickers
Incredibly colorful, big
pictures with well known
animals and objects. The
child can both color it and
fill in with big stickers. Perfect for the youngest!
First published: Fabruary 2018
Paperback
Number of pages 24
210x200 mm

Outside

In the Countryside

Animals

Vehicles
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Age 6-8
Emi and the Secret Supergirl Club.
Schoolbook
Emi and the Secret
Supergirls Club.
Christmas time.
A Christmas special with
Stanisława Emilia Gacek’s adventures. The Secret Supergirls Club
is abuzz with Christmas preparations. The whole gang will go
to Emi’s Granny to help clean her
house in Frog’s Corner. Secret mission: locate the magic of Christmas. The books talks about green
Christmas, Christmas in different
parts of the world, being together
and joy of gift-giving, even with very
simple gifts.

Emi and the Secret
Supergirls Club –
Vol. 9. Hocus Pocus
First published: March 2019
Number of pages 176

Agnieszka Mielech

Emi and the Secret Supergirls Club
Emi is a girl like you. She lives in a big city together
with her Mum, Dad and chocolate Labrador Chocolaty. She has some pretty crazy friends – Aniela,
who hates princesses, Faustyna the music lover,
Franek the wise pants and many others. One day
the girls decide to form a secret club with the
motto – NEVER MORE BOREDOM!

Emi and her Secret Supergirls Club decide to enter a festival of
street arts and magic. To participate in the amateur contest they
will have to launch their own superpowers. They will undergo magic
trick training, learn how to walk on stilts and juggle. Their new secret mission will be of utmost importance – helping circus animals.

Now each Supergirl can plan her year at school with Emi.
This is a daybook, with which every Emi fan can survive
the school well organized. Beside the calendar there is
a planner, some tests and a special place for entries –
both yours and your friends. The personal schoolbook
makes reaching goals easier.
First published: August 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 176 | 142x202 mm

First published: November 2018
Integrated binding
Number of pages 176
142x202 mm

Agnieszka Mielech • Secret Diary
A journal, diary and an activity notebook in one! Engages creatively the child but also makes spaces
for own invention.
First published: November 2015
Integreted binding | Number of pages 96
142x202 mm

Paperback
135x185 mm

Adventurers / Game with
book
A Christmas special with Stanisława
Emilia Gacek’s adventures. The Secret Supergirls Club is abuzz with
Christmas preparations. The whole
gang will go to Emi’s Granny to help
clean her house in Frog’s Corner. Secret mission: locate the magic of
Christmas. The books talks about
green Christmas, Christmas in different parts of the world, being together and joy of gift-giving, even
with very simple gifts
First published: November 2016
Integrated binding
Number of pages 176
135x185 mm

A letter in a bottle,
tom VIII
First published: May 2017
Number of pages 176

Adventurers,
tom VII

The snow patrol,
tom VI

First published: November 2016
Number of pages 176

First published: November 2015
Number of pages 176

Agnieszka Mielech

Cats or Dogs? A comic
book and short stories

Emi and the Secret Supergirl Club.
Big Book of Adventures

Emi and the Secret Supergirl Club.
Big Book of Adventures 2

Three books in one volume!

The second big book of adventures of the famous Emi, where you can find stories never published before.

First published: June 2016
Hardback | Number of pages 432
165x210 mm

Never seen before in the Emi
and the Secret Supergirls Club
series: A comic book and short
stories. Well-loved characters,
new adventures, great pictures.

First published: March 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 352 | 165x210 mm

First published: October 2017
Number of pages 224

Emi and the Secret
Supergirl Club.
Creative book
A notebook with stickers. No
more boredom!

Emi. A supergirl’s
package.

Emi and the Secret
Supergirls Club, tom I

A Spanish activity club,
tom II

On stage, tom III

Holiday actions,
tom IV

Foals and Horses,
tom V

First published: November 2013
Number of pages 171

First published: February 2014
Number of pages 170

First published: May 2014
Number of pages 152

First published: September 2014
Number of pages 152

First published: May 2015
Number of pages 176
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Contains two volumes of adventures of Emi and the Secret Supergirls Club, a lesson
plan and notebook stickers and
a great poster!

Emi

Every book:
First published: August 2016
Staple binding
Number of pages 32
210x295 mm

Flora

First published: May 2015
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Age 6-8

Age 6-8

Who will hug me?

Bookeaters

Agnieszka Stelmaszyk • Who will hug me?
Who will hug me? The dogs and cats, we are talking about, used to live in a shelter
called Huggies. There are still many animals in the shelter that dream of someone taking them in and loving them! Will they be able to find a real, warm home?

First published: October 2017
Hardback | Number of pages 432
165x210 mm

A brave pussycat

A brave puppy

Every book:
Paperback with flaps
145x205 mm

Operation Jogi
Number of pages 32

A friend from the window
(level 1)
First published: June 2019
Number of pages 24

Operation Deluge

„Bookeaters” is a series of
books for children who just enter the world of letters, words
and sentences.
Three levels adjusted to the
child’s skills.
Content supervision by a teaching expert and a linguist for the
Unversity of Warsaw
INTERESTING STORIES, no boredom.

First published: March 2019
Number of pages 48
Paperback | Number of pages 160
123x194 mm

Brave Sapi the Dog
First published: August 2018

First published: January 2018

Hugo the Dog at Large

First published: September 2017

Mimi the Cat finds new
friends
First published: August 2018

Iris the Cat Detective

Fido the Brave Terrier

Woof the Dog has no
ticket!

Lara the Lucky Cat

Goldie the Feisty Cat

Muffin the Best Friend
Dog

First published: March 2018

Mela the Dog on trail

Bestest friend

Egg-laying cow (level 1)

A girls from outer space

First published: March 2019
Number of pages 48

First published: June 2019
Number of pages 24

First published: June 2019
Number of pages 24

Agata Widzowska
The third volume in the
Doggy Shelter series
deals with being different and tolerance,
about importance of
family and family ties.

Bomberka

Number of pages 24

Number of pages 48

Readwells
Level 1.
A series of super-readers designed for children starting their own reading adventure.
It is a unique educational series in which
each book tells a different story. They are
connected by the fact that they are funny,
simple, with moral, and, above all, adapted

Doggy Shelter

Supermarian by a lake
(level 1)

to the skills of a small reader. Readers are
also characterized by the fact that their
difficulty grows with every level. Dr Joanna
Dobkowska from the University of Warsaw
supervised their adjustment to the natural
development of the child.

First published: July 2018
Paperback | Number of pages 24
154x185 mm

Hardbacka
Number of pages 64
185x235 mm

Grażyna Nowak-Balcer

A friend from the window
Doggy Shelter 1
Doggy Shelter 4. Cat’s
wishlist
First published: April 2019
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Doggy Shelter 2.
A quest for the lost
sense of smell

Doggy Shelter 3.
Nodog

Marta Krzemińska

Barbara Wicher

Grażyna Nowak-Balcer

Lolek, Lulek and a cake

Operation Meatloaf, Little
Detectives

Level 2. Big Eye

Barbara Wicher

Amazing Marian
at the lake
13

Age 6-8

Age 6-8

A-grade school
Children who are just beginning their school education are encouraged to learn by playing. Thanks to the educational notebooks of this series they can improve their writing
skills, learn spelling and practice adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. By the way,
kids will have fun: they can draw, complete, stick, colour and solve puzzles.

Eliza Piotrowska • Ogóras Bobo the Bus
Bobo the Bus is in love with Carrie the Car. He lost touch
with Carrie. His owner is Zenek who, together with his
wife Hania and son Jaś live in the country. He organizes
trips around the town in his Bobo the Bus. The books
deals with issues of friendships, love, integrity, book
reading and emigration.

Małgorzata Domagalik • Heart on a string
Taking place among the arctic snow and ice, the book
on adventures of a little seal and Xavier is a touching
but also witty story about independence, courage,
tolerance and unexpected friendship. A story about
a world in which everything can happen, even if those
who love, respect and friendship are only animals...

A class register

First published: April 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 80
170x210 mm

First published: October 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 144
142x202 mm

First published: July 2018
Paperback | Number of pages 56
210x295 mm

For those who love or hate school. A real class register
with a list of students’ names in the classroom, a place
for grades in each subject and, of course, comments. It
will bring back some memories for the parents, for the
children it will awake some curiosity, giving them a chance
to play the role of a teacher at least for a moment.

Mathematical games 1

Patrycja Zarawska

Patrycja Zarawska

Impossible Detectives 1
– A dicey Teacher

Impossible Detectives 2
– Rolled rolls

A series of detective books teaching the art
of deduction, adjusted to sensitivity, curiosity and intellectual level of children. An involving and funny plot is a nice introduction
to adult crime stories.

More amazing adventures of Impossible Detectives – Blanka, Bajor and Bernard, this
time facing the riddle of rolled rolls. How
was it rolled and why?

First published: May 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 96
150x210 mm

First published: October 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 96
150x210 mm

Notebook of travel games

Notebooks full
of interesting games
for everyone!
See how easy it is to
have a great time.

A notebook which you always need
to carry with you! Hours of boring
travel will pass in a blink of an eye.
It should be included in every suitcase and backpack!

First published: June 2015
Staple binding | Number of pages 32
147x208 mm

Mathematical games 2

First published: June 2017
Staple binding | Number of pages 24
147x208 mm

Color counting 1

Color counting 2

Fun with maths with full-colour pictures:
matched to 1–2 grade curriculum.
First published: July 2017
Paperback | Number of pages 24
210x295 mm

First published: June 2017
Paperback | Number of pages 96
165x230 mm

Notebook of games
for everyone

School notebook
for everyone

Notebook of backyard
games for everyone.
Included – French skipping

It’s a notebook of cult games
using just pen and paper.
Ready-made sheets for tictac-toe, trivia, hangman, battleship or sprouts.

The child’s best companion at school! Continuation of the best-selling Notebook series, stylized as 80’s school notebooks, filled with
ideas for spending free time. Puzzles, drawings, games – for selfdevelopment and with friends from the classroom. A kind of creative notebook with a place for notes. A brilliant gift for every child.

First published: April 2017
Paperback | Number of pages 112 |
160x235 mm

First published: February 2016
Paperback | Number of pages 112
160x235 mm

First published: September 2018
Paperback | Number of pages 112
165x230 mm
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Multiplication table

Addition and subtraction

Telling time and date

Fun with maths
15

Age 6-8

Age 6-8
Series of atlases with stickers and poster

Atlas + puzzle box

Staple binding
Number of pages 24
210x295 mm

Atlases with stickers and posters that naturally combine learning with fun.

In each box there is a colourful atlas with stickers, filled with lots of
useful information and curiosities, a large poster and a puzzle. The
series includes: Atlas of Poland, Atlas of Europe, Atlas of the world,
Atlas of flags, Atlas of the human body and Atlas of space. An excellent way to combine learning with fun.

Atlas of space with stickers and a poster
It’s the book for all astronomy and space fans. Our young readers can learn from the book what actually is the outer space,
what objects there are, what sizes and how distant from our
Earth they are. They will learn about the Solar System, stars,
star clusters, galaxies, clusters and superclusters of galaxies.
First published: October 2018

Atlas of human body with stickers and a poster
Activity book with stickers, thanks to which children will learn
how the human body is built, how individual organs work, e.g.
heart, why we breathe, where children and many other equally
interesting things come from.
First published: October 2018
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Atlas of Poland

Atlas of Europe

Atlas of the animal world

First published: August 2016

First published: July 2017

First published: May 2017

Atlas of the world flags

World Atlas

First published: May 2017

First published: August 2016

Atlas of Europe

Atlas of Poland

Atlas of the human body

First published: October 2018

First published: October 2018

First published: February 2019

World Atlas

Atlas of the world flags

Atlas of space

First published: October 2018

First published: October 2018

First published: February 2019

World Atlas for Children
First published: October 2014
Twarda | Number of pages 56
283x245 mm
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Albumy

Albumy
Gift albums

Why did Pope John Paul II
like Tuesdays?
Hardback | Number of pages 48
150x150 mm

I love you

Thank you

Welcome to the world

For You

Charming books with sentences, quotations and golden thoughts, thanks to which
we can express our feelings more easily. For
every circumstance and every important
event. Ideal as a nice gift or a charming addition to a bouquet of flowers.

All the best

First published: April 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 128
210x295 mm

Merry Christmas

Francis. The Pope of a thousand smiles

The Bible for Children

An involving story about Pope Francis, who is reputed
to be one of the kindest and funniest popes in history.
Written in an accessible way, the biography of Pope
Francis is full of funny stories and may be a perfect
conversation starter when you talk about life principles
in your family. It educates, teaches how to life in an unpretentious manner and it’s a read for the whole family.

Old and New Testament in a new adaptation, suitable
for children and their curiosity and sensitivity. Thanks
to exceptional illustrations by Aleksandra Krzanowska
the story of Christianity takes on a new dimension, interesting for the little reader. An excellent gift for the
First Holy Communion.
First published: April 2019
Hardback | Number of pages 128
204x290 mm

First published: April 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 128 | 210x295 mm

Board games
Mum’s Album, Dad’s Album
A unique series of albums in the style of family vintage memoirs. For a child it is a kind
of journey into the past, for parents it is a time of nostalgic memories, remembering
old dreams and priorities. The series strengthens family ties and is a great idea for
spending time together. After the family fill in the album together, it becomes a unique
family chronicle, to which future generations will be able to return.
First published: April 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 96 | 210x295 mm

Family album

A baby album

A great gift for the whole family – with
a place to independently describe,
paste in souvenir photos or other
kinds of souvenirs. Thanks to the possibility of adding our own entries, each
album becomes unique. You can fill it
out right away or you can record only
the most important events.

The best gift for the birth or baptism
of a child. A unique souvenir, which will
be a treasury of extraordinary memories for the child and the whole family,
especially after many years.

First published: October 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 96 | 295x210 mm

Board games
A set of board games for the whole family. Diverse topics, easy
rules, eye catching artworks. Dedicated mostly for preschoolers
and first graders.

First published: November 2018
Hardback with a sponge
Number of pages 48
240x240 mm

Family stories told by grandmother or grandfather to grandchildren. Albums with questions
to grandparents, including their
grandparents, parents, childhood, youth. A place for photographs/illustrations.

A small child album
Granny’s stories. Stories
for Grandchildren.
18

Granddad’s stories.
Stories for Grandchildren.

First published: January 2018
Hardback | Number of pages 96
295x210 mm

A chronicle of the first year of life..
First published: October 2016
Cardboard | Number of pages 32 | 270x240 mm

My Way to
the Preschool

My Family

In the Country

Pets

Become a Stylist

Krystyna Kołakowska
Rights Manager
Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal sp. z o.o.
krystyna.kolakowska@gwfoksal.pl
phone: +48 792 053 550
Follow us on Facebook and our webpage
www.gwfoksal.pl

ul. Domaniewska 48
02-672 Warszawa

